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A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. If there's one thing Ford has learned in recent
months, it's the magic that comes with combining the words "Mustang" and "Shelby. Following
closely some might say too closely on the heels of the Shelby GT and Shelby GT-H, this latest
hot-rod pony is simply dubbed "Shelby GT" and is, for the most part, a retail version of the GT-H
rental car offered through select Hertz agencies. Inside Line recently piloted the Shelby GT at
Ford's proving grounds in Dearborn, Michigan, and while we'd have preferred a full-fledged road
test, our limited seat time did confirm that Carroll Shelby still has some compelling tricks up his
sleeve. The Power Pack consists of a millimeter cold-air intake, reworked engine calibration,
upgraded exhaust flow via a new X-pipe and a shorter rear axle ratio 3. And while the rental
GT-H comes in automatic form only, the Shelby GT can be had with a slushbox or a five-speed
manual transmission featuring a Hurst short-throw shifter. The Handling Pack consists of
shorter springs, stiffer dampers and an upgraded front antiroll bar. The shorter springs drop the
car 1. Once again, Carroll leaves his mark While both the Power Pack and Handling Pack are
available to anyone willing to visit the Ford Racing catalog or Web site , the Shelby GT's styling
modifications are not so easily replicated. They begin with a pair of silver Le Mans racing
stripes painted over either a white or black coupe no convertible versions are planned.
Additional "Shelby GT" side stripes connect the inch chrome wheels and run underneath
unique side scoops just ahead of the rear wheelwells. A lower front fascia with a
brushed-aluminum grille -- minus foglights -- sits below a Cobra-inspired, non-functional hood
scoop. The Shelby theme continues inside with "Shelby GT" floor mats, doorsill plates and an
authentication plate above the center stack featuring a CSX number a matching CSX numbered
tag is located in the engine compartment. Classic design cues, modern performance While the
Shelby badging clearly identifies who put this Mustang together, our favorite interior
component has to be the Hurst shifter, both for its classic chrome-and-cue-ball look as well as
its powerful, purposeful feel. It's this sort of shifter action, along with the Shelby GT's baritone
exhaust warble and immediate throttle response, that truly evokes the muscle car era from
which the Shelby legend springs. The real difference comes with 40 years of progress, meaning
you now can enjoy those traits plus inspired steering feel and predictable at-the-limit handling.
On the proving grounds we repeatedly tossed this newest pony car into sharp corners for the
sheer joy of throwing the tail out and reeling it back in. A Way Forward by looking back?
Beyond its obvious performance and image-building characteristics, the Shelby GT is an
example of what Ford is calling its "Go Fast" decision-making progress. What this essentially
boils down to is removing the traditional corporate barriers that inhibit flexible and nimble
product development. Or, as Mark Fields put it, "We need to cut through the bureaucratic bull.
Of course, some might argue that building a new car inspired by a year-old car doesn't seem
like "forward" thinking. But Ford's desire to offer "a steed for every need" means the company
is recognizing the increased fragmentation of the marketplace while simultaneously answering
it with highly specialized, limited-production vehicles. If you still believe in that "Mustang" and
"Shelby" magic, but you don't want to spend Porsche Boxster-like money, Ford's got a new

steed to meet your need. Edmunds attended a manufacturer-sponsored event, to which selected
members of the press were invited, to facilitate this report. Available styles include GT Premium
2dr Coupe 4. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also
provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed
decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're
interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned
vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check
the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid
for the Used Ford Mustang. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll
probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true,
provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the
car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Check out Ford lease specials Check out Ford Mustang lease specials. Read more.
Sponsored cars related to the Mustang. Sign Up. Now one of the older models in the small-SUV
category, the Ford Escape remains an acceptable candidate, thanks to its spacious and
functional cabin, but consumers would be wise to try the newer competition before making a
decision. Six years later it's a larger, more competitive category, yet the Escape continues to
sell well, despite the fact that it's received minimal changes over the years. Credit is due Ford
for getting it right the first time. Even today the Ford Escape meets the minimum needs of most
compact-SUV buyers: It's roomy enough for a family of four, easy to drive in the city and,
equipped with the V6 engine, adequately powerful on the highway. However, the competition
has moved on considerably in the small-SUV class this year, and several of the Escape's peers
now offer more powerful and fuel-efficient engines, along with superior driving dynamics. Ford
designed and engineered the Escape in conjunction with Mazda, which has a lot to do with this
SUV's dynamics. Although the chassis tuning on the Escape has always been a bit softer than
that of its corporate twin, the Tribute, it was one of the most athletic small SUVs available at the
time of its introduction. Now, however, it's merely one of many easy-to-drive car-based SUVs,
and several competing models feel sportier when going around corners. Ride quality, too, is
decent, but some of the newer models in the compact class do a better job of smoothing out
pavement imperfections. Overall, the Ford Escape is an adequate performer, and with the
optional all-wheel-drive system, it can tackle rain, snow and the occasional dirt road. Compared
to the newer s in this price range, the Ford Escape is missing a few key features. On the safety
side, it's not available with stability control, and when it comes to convenience items, features
like a navigation system and Bluetooth capability are missing from the options list.
Entertainment options are also a bit limited, as neither a rear DVD player nor an auxiliary MP3
player jack is available. If these features are important to you, the Escape might not be a good
fit. If the Ford Escape was the only small SUV you ever drove, you'd probably be perfectly
happy with it, but alongside newer rivals, Ford's entry-level sport-ute is beginning to slip.
Equipped with inch steel wheels, XLS versions start you out with basic amenities like
air-conditioning, keyless entry, a CD player and power windows and mirrors. The Escape XLT is
likely the best bet for most buyers, as it adds inch alloy wheels, a power driver seat, upgraded
cloth upholstery, cruise control and an in-dash CD changer, while also offering the option of a
V6 engine. The XLT Sport has a monochromatic exterior treatment, black step bars, machined
aluminum wheels and keypad entry. The high-line Escape Limited also comes with body-color
trim, as well as leather upholstery, automatic headlamps and an auto-dimming rearview mirror.
Options include a moonroof, an upgraded watt audio system with a subwoofer and, on the
Limited only, heated seats and mirrors. All versions of the Ford Escape are available with
front-wheel drive or all-wheel drive. It can be matched to a five-speed manual transmission or a
four-speed automatic. There's also the more potent 3. The V6 comes with an automatic
transmission only, and on models with towing preparation, allows the Escape to pull trailers of
up to 3, pounds. ABS is standard on all Escapes, and V6 models have four-wheel disc brakes.
The optional Safety Package includes front seat-mounted side airbags and full-length head
curtain airbags with a rollover sensor. A reverse-sensing system is optional on the Limited.
Stability control is not available. The Escape fared well in government crash testing, earning a
perfect five stars for the driver in frontal impacts and four stars for the front passenger. In
side-impact crash tests, it received five stars for both front- and rear-seat occupants. In IIHS
frontal-offset crash testing, the Escape received an "Acceptable" rating the second highest on a
scale of four. When equipped with side airbags, the Escape merits a "Good" rating the highest
from the IIHS for side-impact protection; without the bags, it rates "Poor" the lowest. Once a
standout for its impressive road manners, the Ford Escape's updated competition now has it
feeling rather ordinary. True, it's sure-footed when going around corners, and its steering is

reasonably responsive. Ride quality is a bit less impressive, though, as the Escape has a busy
feel on expressway pavement, and considerable wind and road noise finds its way into the
cabin. Ford's 3. More worrisome is the disappointing fuel economy you get with the V6;
real-world mileage is typically in the high teens. The four-cylinder is not as smooth or potent,
but its passable performance and higher gas mileage could make it the better option for
budget-minded buyers. The Escape has never been known for its exciting interior, but most
buyers will find the layout functional and user-friendly. The front seats can accommodate adults
of all sizes, while the backseat is comfortable for kids and passable for adults. There are 33
cubic feet of cargo space behind the rear seats, and you can fold them down to open up 65
cubic feet of capacity, a good figure for this class. Doing so could save you hundreds or
thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Ford Escape. Is it better to lease or buy a car?
Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Check out Ford lease specials Check out Ford Escape lease
specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos.
Appraise this car. So-so acceleration with either engine, disappointing fuel economy with V6,
choppy ride quality, no stability control. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for
sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Changes are minor on the Ford Escape.
There's a new Silver Appearance Package that provides a variety of silver metallic exterior
accents. Read more. Write a review See all 62 reviews. New transmission needed I've had my
Escape for about 3 years now and have loved it up until this point. I took the car to my mechanic
and was told I needed a new transmission. I only have 51, miles on my car. Other than that, it
does have some loud road noise- especially at around mph. Other than that, the car has treated
me well, too bad I have to get rid of it. Read less. Just got my new Escape XLT, and its only
been a few hundred miles, and I love every minute of driving it. It has great pickup, drives like a
car, and handles some limited off-roading I've done so far. The seamless 4wd is great - I
couldn't get the car to spin in the rain, and it pulled right out of the sand. I can't wait to see how
it will be in the snow. Great 6-disc CD changer, nice sounding stereo with good bass. This is the
perfect SUV: good size, power and fuel economy. What more do you need? Check
undercarriage before buying it. Sub frame and control arms are likely to rust rapidly leaving the
control arms loose; this causes vibrations, reduce tires lifetime and eventually can even leads
to accidents. Check undercarriage thoroughly before acquiring any second-hand Escape. Had a
hard time giving it to my son. Recently my wife and i decided to get our 17 year old son his own
car. After looking for several months I ran across a one owner Ford Escape with the 2.
According to the Ford Escape forums, this is the combination you want as the 2. This particular
one had been garage kept and had K miles, no wrecks, no nicks in the paint, upholstery had no
tears and looked brand new, the only option it had was AWD and power windows. As a bonus
all the fluids had been changed and it had new tires. I bought it at a reasonable price and drove
it for two months until my son could get his license. What an absolute blast that little SUV is to
drive! For a four cylinder it will accelerate quite quickly! For in town driving it is the bomb! On
the highway it does well though you don't want to go above 70 as you feel like an insect
skittering on top of water but that could be the tires. With the AWD it delivers a constant I am
6'3" and never felt crowded in the vehicle. My son is 6' tall and loves the vehicle but I had a hard
time turning the keys over as I really fell in love with this little SUV. To me it seems it has more
visibility than the later ones. Parents - if you are considering one for your kid, do get the manual
shift! A ki can't hold a cell phone while shifting gears! See all 62 reviews of the Used Ford
Escape. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of
Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed
this also viewed 3. Sponsored cars related to the Escape. Sign Up. With ample power under the
hood, balanced handling and spacious passenger quarters, the new Ford Edge stacks up well
against the other midsize crossover SUVs in its price range. Unfortunately, underpowered
brakes sully its otherwise impressive credentials. The midsize crossover SUV segment is fast
becoming as important as the midsize sedan segment, as more and more families are
discovering the useful compromise of utility and efficiency these vehicles provide. Ford's first
midsize crossover, the Freestyle, didn't go over too well with this audience, however, as its

weak V6 engine and conservative styling sent its coolness meter plunging to minivan levels.
But we think it will be different for the Ford Edge, which seats only five passengers but offers a
powerful V6 and a striking exterior design that could never be called uncool. However, the Edge
has a different six-speed automatic transmission than the Mazda, along with a simpler,
viscous-coupling all-wheel-drive system. Additionally, with only two rows of seating, the Ford
rides on a slightly shorter wheelbase and is 14 inches shorter nose to tail. Passenger room is
generous in both the front and rear seats, and features like a telescoping steering wheel and
reclining rear seats ensure long-haul comfort. The overall interior design is fairly bland, but
families will find it functional day-to-day, and a full set of side airbags keeps everyone safe. Out
on the road, the Ford Edge is one of the quicker SUVs in its class and manages to provide both
sporty handling and a smooth, quiet ride. As with most of its peers, off-roading is not really
within its grasp, but equipped with AWD, it should make a fine winter-weather vehicle.
Unfortunately, the Edge has one major weakness: its brakes. Pedal feel is solid, but stopping
distances are much longer than they should be in panic situations. Aside from that, the Ford
Edge offers a solid package for the would-be midsize-SUV buyer who doesn't need a third-row
seat. Its cabin furnishings aren't as upscale as those of peers like the Honda Pilot, Hyundai
Santa Fe and Toyota Highlander, but the Ford offers much better driving dynamics. While the
Edge can't match the hard-core athleticism or interior style of the Mazdas, it offers a solid
all-around package, combining equal parts comfort, power and space in one attractive body. As
likable a vehicle as the Ford Edge is, it's hard for us to recommend a mainstream family vehicle
with questionable brakes. We hope Ford will see fit to address this issue soon. The base SE is
decently equipped but doesn't offer much access to options. Included are inch alloy wheels,
privacy glass, automatic headlights, air-conditioning, a four-speaker CD stereo with an MP3
player jack, and full power accessories. Stepping up to the Edge SEL provides body-color door
handles and mirrors; foglamps; metallic interior trim; a leather-wrapped steering wheel; a power
driver seat; an in-dash CD changer; a trip computer and an auto-dimming rearview mirror. The
SEL Plus adds heated outside mirrors, leather upholstery, front seat heaters, driver-seat
memory, a power passenger seat that folds flat, a quick-release mechanism for the folding rear
seats and dual-zone automatic climate control with a cabin filter. The factory entertainment
system cannot be combined with the Vista Roof; however, Ford dealers can install a
dual-screen system that mounts the displays in the front headrests. Every Ford Edge comes
with a 3. A six-speed automatic transmission is standard. All trim levels are available with either
front-wheel drive or all-wheel drive. On AWD models, power flows primarily to the front wheels
until wheel slippage occurs, in which case nearly percent of it can be redirected to the rear.
Properly equipped, the Ford Edge can tow up to 3, pounds. All major safety equipment is
standard on the Ford Edge, including antilock disc brakes, stability control with rollover
avoidance logic , front-seat side airbags, full-length side curtain airbags and a tire-pressure
monitor. The new 3. Shifts from the six-speed automatic are smooth and well-timed, though we
wish there was better manual access to gears. Body roll is predictable, and the steering feels
right whether you're blasting down the highway or entering a tight turn. Ride quality is smooth
and composed, and the cabin stays very quiet in most situations. The brakes are the major
disappointment: Pedal feel is progressive, but during instrumented testing conducted at our
test track, a Ford Edge test vehicle needed feet to stop from 60 mph. Its competitors stop in the
s. Ford's designers didn't take many risks with the Edge's interior, and the result is a rather
ordinary-looking decor with average materials and a sea of look-alike buttons from the Ford
parts bin. Still, it's a functional and well-organized setup. The telescoping steering wheel offers
a huge range of adjustment, allowing drivers of any size to get comfortable. The rear seats
recline, making it easy to stretch out on long road trips, and the optional Vista Roof imparts an
airy feel. Cargo space is a healthy 32 cubic feet with the backseat in use. Folding the seats
opens up a not-so-flat cargo floor and a max capacity of just under 70 cubes -- considerably
less than most competitors. Rugged, fearless and a smidge bloodthirsty, the mythical late '90s
SUV owner spent as much time hunting bear as he did loading up packs of toilet paper. But now
there are kinder, gentler crossovers like the Ford Edge, a five-passenger sport-utility built for
buyers who'd never back over a roll of Charmin, much less commit ursicide. In other words, city
slickers who TiVo Animal Planet. And with its healthy new V6, well-sorted chassis and
comfortable cabin, the Edge will fit right into that lifestyle when it goes on sale this month.
Five-seater by design Based on a lengthened, widened version of the Mazda 6 platform, the
Ford Edge shares most of its mechanicals with the Mazda CX-9 seven-seater , including its
double-overhead-cam V6 and fully independent front strut, rear multilink suspension design.
However, the Ford uses a different six-speed automatic transmission co-developed with GM and
shared with the Saturn Aura and a simpler, viscous-coupling all-wheel-drive system in lieu of
the Mazda's computer-controlled setup. The Edge, which has only two rows of seating, is also

14 inches shorter overall and has a 2-inch-shorter wheelbase. The absence of a third row isn't
an oversight. Ford wanted to create a midsize crossover similar in size and personality to the
Nissan Murano , and indeed the two have roughly the same dimensions inside and out. Yet, the
Edge feels roomier on an intangible level when equipped with the Vista Roof option, which
places a large power moonroof over the front-seating area and a second fixed skylight over the
backseat. With Finally, a V6 with guts What it lacks in cubic footage, the Ford Edge makes up
for in horsepower. Fitted with variable intake valve timing, the 3. The six-speed automatic works
well with the V6, delivering smooth upshifts and well-timed downshifts. Ford will sell the Edge
in both front-wheel-drive and all-wheel-drive configurations. At a highway cruise, the AWD
model functions as a front-driver to maximize fuel economy, but in the event of wheel slippage,
nearly percent of engine torque can be rerouted to the rear wheels. Additionally, under full
throttle, percent of the power is automatically diverted to the rear in anticipation of spin. Ford
says the Edge will accelerate to 60 mph in "under 8 seconds" with either drivetrain
configuration, which makes it one of the quicker sport-utes in its class. The Murano, for
example, takes 8. At least you can fill up with plain 87 octane. Calculated moves Ford's
engineers are fans of the Murano's dynamics, so we weren't surprised by the Edge's agility on
winding roads. It isn't tuned to be a serious athlete like the CX-9 , but its reflexes are
nonetheless impressive for a pound vehicle. Plus, the brake pedal has a nice, linear
progression. At the same time, ride quality is smooth and composed, and the cabin stays very
quiet in most situations. Comfy interior, average quality Although you won't find many of the
CX-9's artistic touches, Ford nailed the basics with the Edge's interior. Real-world legroom is
abundant in both the front and rear, and the seats offer plenty of cushioning. The steering wheel
offers a huge range of telescoping adjustment, allowing just about anyone to find a comfortable
driving position. Storage space is adequate for a family of four, and the cargo bay's low lift-over
height makes it easy to slide in larger stuff. Materials quality is hit or miss. Attractive graining
on the plastics makes a good first impression, but the cohesion kind of falls apart as you move
down the doors and dash. Our tester's white-stitched black leather upholstery looked sharp, but
there was more vinyl than animal hide in the backseat. Ergonomics are average. Sideways
numerals on the speedometer and tachometer add visual interest but are a bit distracting to
read. Controls are well organized, and even with the optional touchscreen navigation system,
there's nothing complicated to figure out. However, the center stack and
steering-wheel-mounted controls are a sea of flat, like-sized buttons. Alloy wheels and privacy
glass are also standard, so it doesn't stand out as the entry-level Ford Edge, as are
air-conditioning, a CD player and an MP3 player jack. However, if you want the Vista Roof, a
navigation system or rear entertainment system options, you'll need to start out with one of the
SEL models. Body-color door handles, metallic interior trim, a power driver seat and a CD
changer are standard on these models, and the Plus bundles automatic climate control, heated
seats, leather upholstery and memory settings. Rear parking sensors are optional, and we think
these should be available to SE buyers as well. Oddly, the upper trims stick you with a measly
four-speaker stereo, forcing you to buy the optional nine-speaker Audiophile system if you want
decent factory audio. Sirius is also available. Prospective Edge buyers should note that the
single-screen factory entertainment system can't be purchased with the glass roof, but your
dealer can install that nifty dual-screen setup which places the screens in the front headrests.
Forget what you know about Ford? Although its cabin furnishings are a little disappointing, the
Ford Edge offers a complete package otherwise. Ample power, agile handling, a quiet ride, lots
of room, a full set of side airbags â€” it's all here. Basically, this is the same approach Ford took
with the current-generation Explorer , applied to a more refined car-based design. Yet, the
company is counting on the Edge to fight political battles its traditional SUVs could never win.
That's some weighty responsibility that goes beyond the scope of a quickie test-drive. Edmunds
attended a manufacturer-sponsored event, to which selected members of the press were
invited, to facilitate this report. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars.
Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you
make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the
type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find
cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used Ford Edge. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most
people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Check out Ford lease specials Check out Ford Edge lease specials.

Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise
this car. Questionable brakes, interior design and materials are nothing special, low maximum
cargo capacity. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert
Review. Vehicle overview. A horsepower V6 is standard. Read more. Write a review See all
reviews. Both were nice but the Edge was far ahead on quality, ride, appearance and
performance. The Edge is a solid ride with 18inch tires that smooths out bumps and noise. It
really moves with the hp 3. This is a head turner with plenty of usable features. The Panoramic
Vista Roof is awesome. We are looking forward to our first road trip. Read less. It is hard to
replace this car Had it for 6years, no problems This car changed my opinnion about Ford I was
waiting for the Edge to come out since the lease was up on my I was a little concerned that Ford
couldn't seem to get them out of the plant, but I will assume caution was the order of the day
and will say I am glad I waited. The interior is church quiet and the ride incredibly smooth.
Thanks to the new 6 speed transmission you are at rpms at 70 mph. Just cruising. The leather
front seats are nicely styled with contrast stitching and hold you firmly. The ride is excellent. As
good as or better than a top notch sedan. The exterior styling is strong and fresh. Ford got this
one right. No joke. I bought my Edge in December 07 and this is June I have only 74K miles on
it. Gas mileage is poor only about 17 mpg in city. It has great acceleration and I'd trade some of
that for better gas mileage. Great back seat leg room! Great storage behind the rear seat! It is
the rear seat leg room and storage that sets the Edge apart fro the competition. I liked the 07
enough to but another. See all reviews of the Used Ford Edge. Write a review. Frontal Barrier
Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact
Test. See full safety scores. Sponsored cars related to the Edge. Sign Up. A majority of all used
US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
ball acura
mars 10588 motor wiring diagram
2011 gmc acadia owners manual
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

